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Vocabulary Support 
Book 2 Module 4 

 

Unit 7 

emission (n.) p.58 

drip (v.) p.58 

solution (n.) p.58 

domestic (adj.) p.58 
(belonging or relating to the home, house or family) (家用的) 

habitat (n.) p.58 
(the natural environment in which an animal or plant usually lives) (棲身地) 

toxic (adj.) p.58 

threatened (adj.) p.58 
(likely being harmed or destroyed) (被威脅的) 

vulnerable (adj.) p.58 
(able to be easily physically, emotionally, or mentally hurt, influenced or attacked) (易受傷害的) 

endangered (adj.) p.58 
(animals or plants which may soon not exist because there are very few now alive) (瀕危的) 

extinct (adj.) p.58 
(not now existing) (絕種的) 

landfill (n.) p.59 

appliance (n.) p.60 

recycle (v.) p.60 

envelope (n.) p.60 

decrease (v.) p.62 

species (n.) p.62 
(a set of animals or plants in which the members have similar characteristics to each other and can 

breed with each other) (物種) 

gorilla (n.) p.63 

stage (n.) p.65 

entrance (n.) p.65 

reception (n.) p.65 

dump (v.) p.66 

ecosystem (n.) p.66 
(all the living things in an area and the way they affect each other and the environment) (生態系統) 

intestine (n.) p.66 

disposable (adj.) p.67 
(describes a product that is intended to be thrown away after use) (即棄的) 
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definitely (adv.) p.68 

absolutely (adv.) p.68 

elaborate (v.) p.68 
(to add more information to or explain something that you have said) (闡述) 

atmosphere (n.) p.69 

insignificant (adj.) p.69 
(not important or thought to be valuable, especially because of being small) (微不足道的) 

 

Unit 8 

cub (n.) p.70 

shellfish (n.) p.70 
(sea creatures that live in shells and are eaten as food, or one of these creatures) (貝類類海產) 

shelter (n.) p.70 

banquet (n.) p.70 

mammal (n.) p.70 

wealth (n.) p.70 
(a large amount of money or valuable possessions that someone has) (財產) 

characteristic (n.) p.71 

dam (n.) p.71 
(a wall built across a river which stops the river's flow and collects the water, especially to make 

a reservoir) (水壩) 

separate (v.) p.71 

lifespan (n.) p.72 
(the length of time for which a person, animal or thing exists) (壽命) 

native (adj.) p.72 

typical (adj.) p.73 
(having the usual features or qualities of a particular group or thing) (典型的) 

alive (adj.) p.74 

environmentalist (n.) p.74 

profitable (adj.) p.74 
(resulting in or likely to result in a profit or an advantage) (有利可圖的) 

occasion (n.) p.74 

rare (adj.) p.74 

affordable (adj.) p.74 

balance (n.) p.75 

prey on (ph.) p.75 

disrupt (v.) p.75 
(to prevent something, especially a system, process or event, from continuing as usual or as 

expected) (破壞) 
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responsibility (n.) p.75 

 

Integrated Task 

groom (v.) p.18 
(to clean an animal, often by brushing its fur) (刷毛) 

medication (n.) p.18 

fund-raising (n.) p.18 

crossroad (n.) p.19 

praise (v.) p.23 
(to express admiration or approval about the achievements or characteristics of a person or thing) 

(讚賞) 

 

Data File 

auction (n.) p.1 
(a public meeting where land, buildings, paintings etc are sold to the person who offers the most 

money for them) (拍賣) 

donate (v.) p.1 

abandon (v.) p.2 
(to leave a place, thing or person forever) (遺棄) 

kennels (n.) p.2 

host (n.) p.4 

delay (n.) p.4 

exhausted (adj.) p.4 
(extremely tired) (筋疲力竭的) 

minutes (n.) p.5 
(the written record of what was said at a meeting) (會議紀錄) 

sponsorship (n.) p.5 
(the support a person, organization or activity by giving money, encouragement or other help) (贊

助) 

renovation (n.) p.5 

 


